DARK SHINES
As recorded by Muse
(From the 2001 Album ORIGIN OF SYMMETRY)

Transcribed by A.S.

Words and Music by Matthew Bellamy

Intro

$ \textbf{Dsus4}$  $\textbf{Dm}$  $\textbf{A7}$  $\textbf{Gm}$  $\textbf{D°7}$  $\textbf{i}$  $\textbf{6 fr.}$  $\textbf{A7/E}$  $\textbf{6 fr.}$

$\textbf{Dm}$  $\textbf{A7}$

$\textbf{Gm}$  $\textbf{A7/E}$

Verse

$\textbf{Dsus4}$  $\textbf{Dm}$  $\textbf{A7}$

let ring $\textbf{mp}$

$\text{let ring } \textbf{mp}$ (ad lib on repeat)

(1. pass by) you light up my dark skies
You'll take only
se - conds to draw me in

(2)
DARK SHINES - Muse

I

be mine and your innocence

and your innocence I will consume

C Chorus

Dark shines bringing me down making my

heart feel sore because it's good {2. yeah}